
In 1949 Ed Williams opened Nu-Rest       
Bedding in Laclede, Missouri the historic 
hometown of United States General John J. 
Pershing.  

Then and now, residents of this small         
Mid-western town appreciate the values of 
honesty and hard work. They take pride in 
producing Nu-Rest Bedding’s high quality 
offerings. “American Made” is not just a      
slogan taken lightly in this home of  America’s 
greatest general. Our owners have all been 
locals, and a daily hands-on presence in our 
manufacturing process. Following the founder 
Ed Williams, Merle Gray, Glen Peers, and 
Carl Thomas owned Nu-Rest Bedding.  

Current owners Jane and Terry Milford are 
proud to be the next caretakers of this        
recognizable brand name. Manufacturing   
experience has continued uninterrupted from 
one owner to the next. Ronald Thomas, the 
son of previous owner Carl Thomas, has  
overseen the factory’s daily operation for fif-
teen years and continues to do so under the 
Milford Family. 

Nu-Rest Bedding Co. LLC 

A little information about us 

Phone: 660-963-2555 

 

Visit us at our website: 

nurestbedding.com 

look for us on Facebook: 

Nu-Rest-Bedding-Co-LLC 

Nu-Rest Beddng Co. LLC 

Phone: 660-963-2555 

Hours: 

Mon-Fri 9AM to 5PM 

Sat 9AM to Noon 

Also by appointment 

New to NRB, is the new revolutionary, Quantum 

Comfort Coil.  QCC  has a narrow coil around the 

perimeter of the mattress, providing comfort-

able support all the way to the edge of the bed.  

Fine wire coil are the latest in sleep technology.  

More working wire flexes, responds and sup-

ports all body types, weights and shapes.  The 

steel perimeter offers better support than foam, 

reducing the feeling of roll-off at the edge of the 

bed.  The  Individual wrapped  coils eliminates 

partner disturbance.   Another benefit  is,   there 

is no need to “flip”  them.   The coil won’t brake 

down like the foam  in a traditional mattress.  

Quantum Comfort Coils  are available in Tess, 

Rebecca and Diamond cover.   

Quantum Coil 

Others are competitive on 

prices but no one can 

compare to our quality.  
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Step 1.  Choose type of foam.  This deter-

ments  how firm or how soft you like your 

mattress..  Plush -Very Soft .  Soft top - soft. 

Step 2.  Choose  cover.  Each cover has its 

own feel.   

Step 3.  Have  years of restful night  sleep.  

Cover 

Tess Rebecca Diamond 

Diamond - More quilting with 

less poly fill in the quilting 

making a more firm feel. 

  Rebecca - More quilting with medium poly fill 

in the quilting.  Making a soft and yet firm 

feel.  Also the Rebecca is 80% cotton , making 

it a cooler  night sleep. 

   TESS- -Less quilting, much 

more poly fill making a plush,    

cuddly feel. 

All American  

made products!! 


